We present an atomic-scale description for the impact of silicon nanospheres onto a silicon substrate under various temperature conditions. In spite of the relatively low impacting kinetic energies considered, of below 1 eV/atom, the process exhibits a rich behavior. The rigid Hertzian model is valid for speeds below ϳ500 m / s, while a quasiellipsoidal deformation regime is encountered at larger speeds. No nanoparticle bouncing was observed. For speeds up to ϳ1000 m / s the result is the deposition of a crystalline Si nanostructure and creation of a long-lived coherent surface phonon. Higher speeds result in a rapid attenuation of the coherent phonon due to an unexpected partial cubic diamond→ ␤-tin phase transformation occurring in the particle.
INTRODUCTION
Motivated by various technological applications, molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ studies of nanoparticle-surface collisions are of considerable importance for understanding the fundamental physics of the impact process.
1-6 A main ingredient for a successful MD simulation is the atomic potential employed. In many situations, a simplistic Lennard-Jones-͑LJ-͒ based atomistic description suffices. For example, the interest in nanoparticle filtration prompted investigations of small ͑0.5-2 nm in diameter͒ Ag, Ni, and silica clusters impacting on substrates with low thermal incident speeds 7 ͑of up to a few hundred meters per second, Ӎ0.6 eV/atom͒. It was found that particles preserve their initial structure and do not bounce off the surface. Other LJ-based MD simulations of a soft nanoparticle impacting on a rigid surface or a hard particle on a surface have been performed with the perspective of using aerosol bombardment for removing "killer" contaminant particles from microelectronic surfaces. 2 Many MD impact studies involving nanoparticles are related to materials growth applications, where typically more advanced atomistic potentials were used, including potentials based on the concept of coordination. The advances in the synthesis of nanophase materials, i.e., solids composed of nanoscale structural units, motivated simulations of ͑NaCl͒ 32 ͑Ref. 3͒ and ichosahedral Cu 147 ͑Ref. 4͒ clusters with speeds of 2 km/ s or greater. In this regime, the direct impact on the solid target resulted in significant disordering and spreading of the cluster, while the presence of a liquid film can strongly alleviate the damage of the impact with the solid substrate. Thin film formation by energetic cluster impact 8 has stimulated several studies, 5, 6 mainly focusing on the high-kineticenergy ͑KE͒ impact ͑ϳ10 eV/atom͒ of small clusters containing up to a few thousand atoms. Systems studied have included Mo 1043 clusters impacting on Mo ͑001͒ surfaces 5 and Cu 2000 clusters on Cu ͑001͒ surfaces. 6 Impact at these energies leads to massive structural disruptions. For instance, a Mo 1043 cluster with KE 10 eV/atom ends up being buried deep below the first surface layer, forming a shallow crater. 5 New findings often come by exploring new regimes. Here we are concerned with relatively large ͑up to 5 nm in radius͒ crystalline Si nanospheres 9 impacting on a Si substrate with relatively low KEs ͑up to 1 eV/atom͒. MD simulations of the tetrahedral network of Si requires more sophisticated potentials based on the concept of bond order.
The impacting conditions of interest here are experimentally achieved in hypersonic plasma particle deposition [10] [11] [12] [13] ͑HPPD͒ and are of interest for technologies such as the manufacturing of nanostructured layers with sprays of nanoparticles. It was experimentally confirmed that the deposited material in HPPD maintains a particulate structure. There is a strong correlation between physical and chemical properties of a nanomaterial and its ultrafine structure, and many relevant examples can be found among natural or synthetic materials. For example, recent studies on outstanding natural materials with a nanocomposite structure ͑bone, tooth, and nacre͒ revealed the existence of an optimum length scale for the nanoconstituents that ensures a maximum strength and robustness.
14 Thus, understanding the basic deposition process in HPPD, i.e., the impact of a single particle onto a surface, is an important step toward the further understanding and controlling of the deposited nanophase.
The relatively large size of the impacting nanoparticles makes it meaningful to inquire if aspects pertinent to the impact of macroscopic particles, such as the contact mechanics and plastic deformations, are significant at the nanoscale. Hertz theory 15 is a reference theory for the macroscopic collision of nonconforming bodies. In this model, the colliding body is described in the lumped approximation of a perfect rigid body equipped frontally with a spring. The elastic deformation upon impact is local and is captured by this spring, while the rigid part will move with the velocity of the center of mass. It is interesting to see the extent to which the Hertz model is relevant at the nanoscale.
A manifestation of the roughness in the contact of real surfaces is that the impact of macroscopic particles often results in bouncing. This is because, on the loading stage, contact is developing just at selected points, through junctions between asperities. Such junctions can easily get broken during unloading. The studying of the particle bouncing mode 16 is of great interest for filtration and it was experimentally identified in impact studies involving micron-sized particles. 17 However, it was not found in previous MD studies of nanoparticle impact. [18] [19] [20] The MD simulations will reveal whether the bouncing mode occurs in our collision regime.
Concerning the energy loss mechanism, many studies 21, 22 on the impact of micron-sized particles have attributed it to the occurrence of plastic flow in the particle that has the effect of reducing the contact pressure. Recent nanoindentation data 9 revealed that Si nanoparticles can accommodate plastic deformations. Thus, following conventional wisdom, one conjunctures that plastic yield may occur upon impact leading to a loss of energy, in agreement with macroscopic predictions. 15 However, one concern is that Hertz theory predicts 23 a decrease of the impact duration ͑͒ with the particle radius ͑r 0 ͒ as ϳ r 0 6/5 . Thus, the resulting strain rate experienced by the particle could be too high for inducing plastic deformations.
This paper provides a detailed microscopic description of the impact and shows that, in spite of the relatively low KEs, the process exhibits a surprisingly rich behavior. The report is organized as follows. Section I gives a description of the MD scheme employed and details the quantities we monitor during simulation. Section II presents the numerical results for nanoparticle-surface impact. The main results are summarized in the last section.
I. METHODOLOGY
We conducted detailed atomistic simulations to describe the impact of Si nanoparticles on Si ͑001͒ surfaces. The method of investigation is classical MD, 24, 25 where the motion of the Si cores is described with the potential proposed by Tersoff, 26 incorporated in the computational package TROCADERO. 27 For comparison, selected runs were repeated using the more recent environment-dependent interatomic potential 28 ͑EDIP͒. Note that both potentials are based on the concept of bond order. Their strength is that both can be used to describe the most stable Si phase with diamond structure, as well as various Si phases emerging under pressure ͑␤-tin, simple cubic, fcc͒. We also note that use of a classical treatment is justified as electronic excitation effects can be neglected due to both the low impact KEs and the semiconducting nature of Si. One advantage is that classical treatment of covalent bonding allows for simulations of rather substantial systems. Here we could simulate two spherical Si particles of radii r 01 = 2.5 nm and r 02 = 5 nm containing N p1 = 3870 and N p2 = 31 075 atoms, respectively, and a Si substrate with dimensions 16.3ϫ 16.3ϫ 5.4 nm 3 containing 72 000 atoms. A linked-cell list 24 O͑N͒ strategy to search for the interacting atoms was implemented, and the system was evolved in time with a 2 fs time step with a symplectic velocity Verlet algorithm.
The dynamical treatment of the finite-size substrate requires special care as artificial absorbing boundaries 5,29 are needed outside the region of interest. During the simulation, the two bottom layers ͑3600 atoms͒ of the substrate were kept fixed in time, the next ten layers ͑18 000 atoms͒ were evolved with Langevin dynamics, 5, 25 while the rest of the substrate is treated with standard MD dynamics. 25 The damping coefficient in the Langevin dynamics was set to D /6, where D is the Debye frequency of silicon. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to the horizontal x and y directions ͑the z impact direction is vertical͒.
In preparation for the simulations, two nanoclusters have been spherically cut from bulk Si, annealed at T p = 1000 or 300 K, and optimized with a conjugate gradient algorithm. The particular choice for a spherical geometry was motivated by both the experimental observations of the particles produced in HPPD, 9 and by previous theoretical calculations 30 that demonstrated the advantage of this shape. A silicon substrate was cut from bulk along the ͑001͒ direction and a similar annealing-optimization procedure was applied. The procedure led to the expected Si ͑001͒ surface reconstruction by dimerization. Table I , which reports the cohesive energies E p 0 for these structures, shows a relatively small decrease in cohesion with increase in the surface-to-bulk ratio of the structure. Recalling that the impact KEs are below 1 eV/atom, we conjuncture that the particles will not fragment during the collision.
We attempted to choose simulation parameters ͑particle sizes, impact velocities, particle and substrate temperatures͒ and measure quantities that are relevant for the impact experiments of Rao et al. 10, 11 In a series of simulations, the speed of the incident nanoparticle was taken in the range of 550-1640 m / s. To explore the role of temperature, we carried simulations on combinations of cold ͑T p = 300 K͒ and hot ͑T p = 1000 K͒ particles impacting on a cold ͑T s = 300 K͒ or hot ͑T s = 800 K͒ substrate. For a better understanding of the process we found it necessary to conduct several simulations outside this main velocity-temperature range.
All simulations were conducted for a duration of 40 ps and were followed by structural optimizations with a conjugate gradient scheme. During the simulation, we have monitored a set of indicators. When pieced together, they should converge to provide a microscopic picture for the dynamics of the impact. The specific indicators are described below.
͑a͒ Instantaneous global and local particle temperature T p . To help monitor the energy flow, an instantaneous particle temperature was defined as
where v i 2 ͑t͒ is the square of the norm of the ith particle velocity as measured in a coordinate system comoving with the particle's center of mass, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and m is the Si mass. Further, to account for the partitioning of the kinetic energy during the collision we superimposed onto the system a three-dimensional ͑3D͒ xyz grid with bins of 10ϫ 10ϫ 5 Å 3 in size. Atoms were assigned to bins at each time step based on their location. The local temperature was then calculated by averaging the thermal KE contained in each bin over 20 time steps ͑which proved to be a short time compared to the characteristic time scale of the impact based on the impact velocity͒ and using Eq. ͑1͒. ͑b͒ The contact radius a. The particle-surface contact radius is a quantity of interest in macroscopic theories of collision. 15 We have measured the same quantity at the nanoscale. For the definition of the contact radius, we followed the approach of Vergeles et al.: 31 we imagined the contact surface defined by the atoms in the particle ͑N a ͒ directly interacting with the substrate. Once the N a atoms were identified, the position of their center of mass X c.m. and Y c.m. was computed. The radius a of the contact area is written
Here x i and y i are the coordinates of the N a atoms. We could establish an uncertainty of approximately 5% on a by varying the cutoff parameter that identifies interacting atoms.
͑c͒ The particle's horizontal diameter ␦d. To get a quantitative idea of the horizontal deformations in the nanosphere, we recorded the deviations from the reference diameter 2r 0 . This was done by identifying the atoms with extreme xy coordinates, i.e., x min , x max , and y min , y max , and averaging as
͑d͒ The mean distributed contact stress p m . The stress at the nanoparticle/substrate interface can indicate if stressrelieving mechanisms ͑such as plastic flow͒ occur during the collision. Note that the stress distribution is not uniform over the contact. An average contact stress was evaluated by computing the net vertical force acting on the nanoparticle and dividing that by the corresponding value for the circular area of contact.
͑e͒ The particle energy E p and the particle-surface adhesion energy E a . In discussing the energetics of the bound system E s-p , it is instructive to distinguish between the particle-substrate adhesion energy and the individual cohesive energies. For this purpose, following the concluding relaxation, we have artificially detached the particle and separately computed the particle ͑E p ͒ and substrate ͑E s ͒ energies. The magnitude of the energetic deviations from the starting values entered in Table I will reflect the degree of structural change caused by the impact. As a result of the partial particle surface coalescence, there is a gain in energy due to an overall smaller total surface. The energy related with this surface elimination process is a good measure of the particlesurface adhesion. Thus, we define the particle-surface adhesion energy as
Further, we define a specific adhesion energy as
which can be seen as the energy needed to create two new surfaces of unit area.
In the following, we define the maximum penetration point as the moment in time corresponding to the zero translational velocity of the incident particle.
II. SIMULATION RESULTS
In all our simulations, the impacting particles remained attached to the surface. Figure 1 depicts three representative stages from the impact process of the r 02 = 5 nm particle: the initially undistorted structure, the instant of maximum penetration into the substrate, and the structure after 40 ps. The selected outmost impacting conditions vividly illustrate that even in this relatively low-energy impact regime, there is a strong qualitative dependence on the impact speed. At an incident speed of 550 m / s ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ the particle penetrates very little into the room temperature substrate and suffers little structural damage following the impact. After the maximum penetration point, on the rebound stage, a small junction with a neck is formed at the particle-surface interface, as can be observed in the last sequence. The overall result is the deposition of a crystalline Si nanostructure. On the other hand, at an incident speed of 1640 m / s ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒, it is clear that a bigger amount of the incident KE is transformed into deformation and disruption of order. Indeed, the initially crystalline particle shows evident signs of structural changes at the maximum penetration point, as the red ͑dark gray͒ colored atoms now have a coordination of six. Additionally, the spherical shape is partially lost in favor of a quasiellipsoidal shape, and a junction with a large interfacial contact surface is formed. In both cases, the substrate appears compliant and does not show any sign of significant structural deformation or any degree of implantation with foreign atoms. 
A. The nanoparticle-surface adhesion
An interesting aspect of the dynamics of the collision process transpires from Fig. 2 , which displays the time evolution of the contact radius a in the same two impact conditions. As the particle impinges onto the substrate, a increases up to the maximum penetration point, marked with arrows. Next, for the lowest impinging v p , a practically saturates at the value attained at the maximum penetration distance into substrate. The higher impact v p leads to a less quasistatic behavior, as after the maximum penetration point the contact area slightly decreases on the rebound. Most importantly, this dynamical result suggests that the contact area is largely determined by v p and the mechanical properties of both particle and substrate, and to a lesser extent by the subsequent events that follow the maximum penetration.
A broader view about the role of the impacting KE emerges from Fig. 3 , which plots the final contact radius a as a function of v p for the 5 nm impacting particle under room temperature conditions. To fully elucidate the v p dependence it was rewarding to perform additional low-KE-impact simulations, outside our main range of interest. After a careful analysis we concluded that for speeds below 500 m / s the impact largely follows the Hertzian predictions. ͑i͒ The measured contact radii ͑empty circles͒ fit into the typical ϳv p 2/5 dependence, which assumes a localized particle deformation at the maximum penetration point. ͑The free term correction reflects the atomistic aspect of the contact of nonconforming shapes.͒ ͑ii͒ The dynamically measured a values are very close with the predictions ͑empty triangles͒ made with the formula 15 a = p m r 02 /2E Ã , where p m represents the mean contact stress at the maximum penetration and E Ã = 65 GPa is the computed reduced particle-substrate modulus. 33 Additionally, ͑iii͒ Fig. 4 , which plots the horizontal deviation ␦d from the original particle diameter, suggests that the particle experiences little extended deformation during impact. A qualitative scaling change can be seen in the a data above 500 m / s, where the Hertzian predictions clearly become less valid. The agreement with the stronger power ϳv p 1/2 scaling suggests the impact enters into an extended deformation regime. As noticed in Figs. 1͑b͒ and 4 , the particle exhibits a quasiellipsoidal deformation at the maximum penetration point, similar with the observed experimental behavior of impacting gel balls. 34, 35 Turning now to the speed range of interest, Fig. 5͑a͒ plots, for both particles, the v p dependence of the square of the contact radius ͑rescaled by the square of the particle radius͒ as obtained under different temperature conditions. For both particles a rather linear dependence, with a similar slope, can be noted. Small differences appear when the impact is the most energetic: For the smaller particle, a reaches the reference particle radius r 01 . Under the same conditions, the larger particle suffers slightly lower or larger deformations, depending on the temperature conditions. In summary, the ͑a / r 0 ͒ 2 ratio appears to be independent both of the particle size and the temperatures that characterize the process, as the large overlap among the error bars suggests. A best fit to our data gives ͑a / r 0 ͒ 2 = 0.086+ 5.5ϫ 10 −4 ͑s/m͒ ϫ v p . The energetically favorable aspect of the deposition process is portrayed in the linear trend of the adhesion energy E a with the incident kinetic energy of the particle, as presented in Fig. 5͑b͒ . A higher impact speed causes a larger contact surface, thus "eliminating" more unfavorable surface. Once again, we notice that the thermal conditions are secondary and E a is mainly determined by the incident KE.
Encouraged by these results, we have next computed the specific adhesion energy, as defined by Eq. ͑5͒. The results presented in Fig. 5͑c͒ show that, regardless of the particle speed, ␥ a is nearly constant: While the incident velocity shows a variation of more than 200%, ␥ a remains only within 20% of the average value, which we computed to be 0.10 eV/ Å 2 .
B. Collision modes
We next turn to a detailed analysis of the dynamics of the impact, aiming to identify characteristic collision modes. Particularly useful for this purpose is the E p data presented in Fig. 6 , where a thresholdlike dependance on v p can be noted. For collision speeds of up to ϳ1000 m / s, variation with the nanoparticle speed exhibits a plateau and the differences from the initial cohesive values of Table I can be attributed to the local structural changes related to the neck formation at the interface. Beyond the ϳ1000 m / s value, there is a rapid increase in E p which clearly indicates that the nanoparticle suffered a significant structural change after landing. Although a clear-cut critical speed value was not identified, our data suggest that, as a function of the incident speed, there are two rather distinct impact modes, leading to different final structures of the nanoparticle. Additionally, the thermal conditions of the impact appear to influence the impact outcome very little.
To better understand these two distinct collision modes, we have concentrated next on the dynamical features exhibited by two extreme cases of Fig. 1 , namely, a slow impact at v p = 546 m / s with T p = T s = 300 K, and an energetic hot impact v p = 1640 m / s with T p = 1000 K and T s = 800 K.
To gain insight about the transfer of the incident KE, we have plotted in Fig. 7 the instantaneous speed of the nanosphere's center of mass. Figure 7 ͑left͒, referring to the impact of the 550 m / s particle, indicates the creation of a transversal coherent phonon mode 36 with a small dephasing time. Modeling the resulting oscillatory motion as an underdamped second-order system, i.e., v p ͑t͒ϳexp͑ − n t͒cos͑ n ͱ 1− 2 t + ͒, where n is the system's natural frequency and is the dephasing parameter, we obtained Ӎ 0.04. Thus, most of the incident KE is transferred to the coherent transversal vibrations of the particle. On the other hand, Fig. 7 ͑right͒, corresponding to a 1640 m / s incidence, indicates the creation of the same type of mechanical surface oscillations with a more efficient energy dissipation. This is best reflected in the dephasing parameter, which becomes Ӎ 0.37.
We have next monitored the instantaneous particle temperature in Fig. 8 and the spatial distribution of temperature across the system in Fig. 9 . Overall, in the low KE case the particle temperature is simply enhanced to about 400 K. The spatial decomposition of Fig. 9͑a͒ reveals that at the touchdown instant only a small portion of the interface material reaches a temperature of about 560 K. Next the temperature is seen to rise rather uniformly, meaning that part of the initial incident kinetic energy is converted into thermal energy that moderately heats up the system.
A very different dependence of T p is observed in the fast impact case. Following the touch-down instant, Fig. 8 shows a sharp T p rise to 1350 K. This ultrafast heating is followed by a slight cooling, and finally by an ample increase in T p on the rebound stage, up to a maximum of 1550 K. For the remaining 30 ps of the simulation, the particle temperature slowly drops, as the system is driven towards equilibrium by the Langevin dynamics of the substrate. Figure 9͑b͒ clearly indicates that the early temperature rise can be attributed to FIG. 5 . ͑Color online͒ v p dependence for the ͑a͒ square of the contact radius ͑rescaled by the square of the particle radius͒, ͑b͒ adhesion energy E a , and ͑c͒ specific adhesion energy ␥ a . the localized increase of T p at the interface, that can reach values up to 2400 K. A distinguished behavior is seen during the next few picoseconds: Instead of a homogenization, the 2500 K front expands into the nanoparticle only, specifically in the conical region corresponding to where the amorphization is found at the end of the simulation ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Next, as in the slow impact case, a rather uniform T p distribution can be seen towards the end of the simulation.
Particularly important are the results for the time evolution for the contact stress p m , shown in Fig. 10 . There are obvious differences in the two cases: While p m exhibits large oscillations for the slow impact, in the fast collision the first pressure peak is quickly dampened and, shortly after the impact, the stress at the interface becomes zero. Interestingly, for the fast impact only the maximum pressure peak does not correspond to the maximum penetration point ͑marked by the vertical arrow͒, suggesting the early occurrence of a structural transformation able to relive the contact stress. In both cases, very large pressures are reached, around 13 GPa for the slow elastic regime, and around 18 GPa for the fast and damped one. Such stresses are amply within the range of pressures capable of determining a phase transition for bulk Si ͑10-15 GPa for the first pressure-induced cubic diamond→ ␤-tin phase transformation 37-39 ͒.
C. Microscopic mechanism for the inelastic collision
What is the microscopic mechanism causing the abovethreshold behavior? To answer this question, we have analyzed in more detail the structural dynamics of our system and investigated the possibility of an induced ␤-tin phase. We found that the extremely high pressures reached at the nanoparticle-substrate interface provide the explanation for why such a localized increase in temperature takes place only in the nanosphere, leaving the substrate almost unaffected. The microscopic picture is as follows. The nanosphere responds to the high pressure rates experienced during the initial compressive stage of the impact with the creation in the most strained regions of a new ␤-tin phase. This way, a large amount of elastic energy accumulated during compression is not returned to the particle for rebounce. This structural transformation is accompanied by a rise in T p , as noted in Fig. 8 . Further, on the rebound stage the "hot" particle undergoes a structural amorphization, leading to a further T p increase. In fact, hardly any trace of the ␤-tin phase is found in the nanoparticle at the end of the simulation. The observed amorphization during the rapid upward bouncing motion appears in agreement with the amorphization reported 40, 41 in bulk Si after a rapid retraction of a nanoindentor.
The above microscopic picture should be more evident under higher-KE and very low-temperature conditions. To illustrate this point, we have performed an additional impact simulation using the same r 02 = 5 nm particle impacting at 2200 m / s under very low temperature conditions ͑10 K for both the particle and the substrate͒. The evidence for a structural transition in time is presented in Fig. 11 , where the fraction of nanoparticle's atoms having four, five, six, and seven nearest neighbors is plotted for the first 20 ps of the impact. Almost 90% of the atoms are initially fourfold coordinated, as expected since most of the particle has a cubic diamond structure; however, during the impact, the fraction of atoms having a higher coordination number ͑up to seven͒ increases rapidly, and at around 20 ps more than 40% of the particle is made of atoms with a coordination number between 5 and 7, with less than 15% of the atoms having only four nearest neighbors. Note that the ␤-tin phase is characterized by a coordination number of 6.
To witness the phase transformation, we cut a slice of ten atomic layers from the particle center. Figure 12͑a͒ shows the touch-down instant, where the development of a strain field in the nanosphere is visible, and the instant of maximum penetration, where we found the largest amount of the new ␤-tin phase. In addition to a detailed visual inspection, the precise evidence of an ephemeral ␤-tin phase at the 3.9 ps instant is given in Fig. 12͑b͒ , showing the radial distribution function g͑r͒ of the particle obtained after a structural optimization. On the same figure we have plotted also g͑r͒ for the perfect infinite ␤-tin crystal computed based on the lattice parameters of Ref. 42 . Aside from the first peak, located at roughly 2.35 Å ͑i.e., the nearest-neighbor distance in the Si cubic diamond lattice͒, caused by the residual original structure, the following spikes correspond well to those obtained from the perfect infinite crystal. On the other hand, the pair correlation at the end of the simulation, shown in Fig. 12͑c͒ , indicates the lack of ␤-tin phase as only peaks corresponding to the perfect Si cubic structure ͑vertical lines͒ are present.
D. Comparison with the EDIP potential
It is important to remember that, in spite of its ability to describe the characteristics of both cubic and ␤-tin Si, the Tersoff potential is lower performing at high temperatures, describing 43 a melting point of bulk Si at 2547 K, well above the experimental one. This is a cause of concern since during our simulation we see instantaneous local temperatures raising up to 2400 K. To evaluate the way in which this weakness in our potential affects the above impact outcomes, we have repeated selected simulations with the more recent EDIP Si potential. 28 This potential predicts 44, 45 a 1572 K melting temperature for Si, below the experimental 1683 K value.
The EDIP simulations did not show any new qualitative features, thus confirming the picture of the impact presented above. Quantitatively, we obtained the result that the EDIP potential describes a somewhat softer character of the impact, with larger structural deformations in the nanoparticle. These differences are most obvious at high speeds and under high-temperature conditions. Figure 13͑a͒ compares the obtained ␥ a in the two models under the two outmost temperature conditions. For room temperature deposition, both models predict approximately the same ␥ a . When the impacts take place at higher temperatures, the EDIP potential predicts a somewhat higher ␥ a for all incident KEs. A similar picture emerges from Fig. 13͑b͒ . While room temperature differences are negligible, the high-temperature conditions pro- duce more damage in the particle as well as a less clear delineation of the collision regimes. To visually illustrate the differences encountered under high KE and high temperatures, Fig. 13͑c͒ displays the final optimized configurations obtained with the two potentials under the same impact conditions ͑T p = 1000 K, T s = 800 K, and v p = 1640 m / s͒. Differences are visible not only in the radius of the contact area but also in the nanoparticle structure: With EDIP we obtained a larger conical volume containing amorphous Si material. Amorphization is present also on the particle's surface, indicating the occurrence of surface melting phenomena. Additionally, the amorphous state slightly extends into the substrate. This aspect is captured by Fig. 13͑a͒ in the slightly different values for ␥ a under high temperatures.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We carried MD simulations using the transferable Tersoff potential ͑and for selected runs, the EDIP͒ to study the nonequilibrium deposition process of a Si nanoparticle onto a Si͑001͒ surface. Two representative impacting Si nanospheres have been used in the simulations, with radii 2.5 and 5 nm. All simulations indicated the deposition speed as a crucial factor and the particle and substrate temperature conditions as secondary.
It was particularly rewarding to examine at the nanoscale the aspects pertinent to the macroscopic impact. We quantified the degree of adhesion through the microscopic contact radius a and revealed some interesting regularities: The contact radius at the end of the simulation is equal with contact radius attained at the maximum penetration point. For velocities below 500 m / s, the obtained scaling a ϳ v p 2/5 is in agreement with Hertzian predictions. Above this speed value the scaling law changes to a ϳ v p 1/2 as the incident particle undergoes extensive ellipsoidal shape changes during the impact. Next the particle-surface adhesion energy showed a linear scaling E a ϳ v p . It follows that the specific adhesion energy attains a constant value ␥ a Ϸ 0.1 eV/ Å.
Concerning the aspect of incident KE dissipation, for both particles we have identified two distinct regimes: For speeds below ϳ1000 m / s the structure and shape of the impacting nanoparticle are well preserved. A transversal coherent phonon mode with a small dephasing time is produced. For a more violent impact ͑v p Ͼ 1000 m / s͒, there is an efficient transfer of incident KE into the heating of the particle. A distinguished nanoscale feature was revealed: the KE transfer is not mediated by a plastic yield as in the macroscopic case but by an ephemeral cubic diamond→ ␤-tin phase transformation taking place in the particle during the initial stages of the impact.
Simulations with the EDIP potential showed qualitative agreement in all important aspects. Overall, the EDIP potential describes a somewhat softer impact, with larger contact area and structural deformations in the nanoparticle. More significant quantitative differences appear under highest temperature conditions.
Beside the fundamental aspect of describing, based on a bond-order atomistic potential, the microscopic impact of spherical Si nanoparticles with crystalline structure in a new velocity-size regime, our results are particularly relevant for HPPD manufacturing. One practical goal was to provide insight into the particle adhesion and the structure of the deposited unit. These two aspects are decoupled: While the adhesion energy decreases linearly with v p , the particle undergoes severe damage only above the v p ϳ 1000 m / s. Thus, deposition speeds of just below ϳ1000 m / s ensures optimal adhesion while still preserving the size and crystalline structure of the impacting nanoparticle units.
